
U18: SPECIAL EDUCATION Not ADHD? Think Dyslexia 
 

Although dyslexia is a slight disorder of the brain, it is not an intellectual disability and it has been 

diagnosed in people of all levels of intelligence.         

  

      

   Although as many as one in 10 people have dyslexia, it's one of the most commonly 

misdiagnosed learning issues for school-age children, according to Drs. Brock and 

Fernette Eide, physicians and co-authors of the book The Mislabelled Child. That's 

because ADHD often acts as a red herring, throwing evaluators off the scent. "If you talk 

to most parents or teachers, ADHD, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, is the first 

thing on people's minds when a student's falling behind in class or is struggling in 

school," says Dr. Brock Eide. "But what they should be doing is thinking about dyslexia. 

The dyslexic child is often a mislabelled child." Children with unrecognized dyslexia are 

often seen as inattentive, careless, or slow, but, the Eides say, often nothing could be 

farther from the truth. "Dyslexics are overrepresented in creative and inventive fields like 

art and architecture or computers and engineering," according to Dr. Fernette Eide. "As 

young people, their gifts and talents may be overlooked because society only sees their 

weakest link." Although dyslexia is one of the most common specific learning 

disabilities, it's not always identified in school. Many parents and professionals are more 

aware of attention deficit disorder checklists than ones for dyslexia. That's exactly why 

parents need to be on the lookout, says Dr. Fernette Eide. "Parents need to be alert to the 

possibility of dyslexia, because they may be the only one who recognizes their child's 

pattern of difficulties, so they can help get them the proper assessments, 

accommodations, and remediation they need." That's all well and good. But what exactly 

should you look for? The authors say the following traits are red flags for possible 

dyslexia: reading is slow and effortful (especially reading aloud); tendency to make wild 

guesses with new words; trouble appreciating rhymes; may skip over small words (like 

a, an, the) while reading; mixes up order of letters; avoids reading aloud; listening 

comprehension much better than reading comprehension; letter reversals, unusual 

spelling errors (may look like wild guesses); may avoid writing by hand; "careless" errors 

in math or with reading test instructions; does much better with oral testing. If your child 

shows these signs, the Eides urge, don't just assume they're being lazy. There may be 

something else at work. ADHD might be a big buzz word in the media, but dyslexia is 

far more common. And the earlier it's diagnosed, the sooner help can arrive. 

     A glossary of important terms related to learning disabilities is necessary for parents to 

identify signs in their children.  

Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) = A severe difficulty in focusing and maintaining 

attention. Often leads to learning and behaviour problems at home, school, and work. It is 

also called Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD); Developmental Aphasia 

= A severe language disorder that is presumed to be due to brain injury rather than 

because of a developmental delay in the normal acquisition of language; Dyscalculia = 

A severe difficulty in understanding and using symbols or functions needed for success 

in mathematics; Dysgraphia = A severe difficulty in producing handwriting that is 

legible and written at an age-appropriate speed; Dyslexia = A severe difficulty in 

understanding or using one or more areas of language, including listening, speaking, 

reading, writing, and spelling; Dysnomia = A marked difficulty in remembering names 

or recalling words needed for oral or written language; Dyspraxia = A severe difficulty 

in performing drawing, writing, buttoning, and other tasks requiring fine motor skill, or in 

sequencing the necessary movements. 
Source:  Adapted from : http://www.education.com/magazine/article/  

http://www.kidsource.com/kidsource/content2/l.disabilities.glossary.html  

 

New Vocabulary 
assessment 
checklist 
mislabelled 
overlook 
pattern 
remediation 
sequence 
struggle 
trait 
urge 

Phrases 
be aware of 
be due to 
be on the lookout 
be presumed to 
fall behind 
throw smb. off the 
scent 
wild guesses 

False friends 
physician ≠  
physicist 

Compound words 
age-appropriate 
school-age 

Prefixes 
dyscalculia 
dyslexia 
hyperactive 
inattentive 
misdiagnosed 
mislabelled 
overlooked 
unrecognized 
unusual 
Suffixes 
careless 
developmental 
remediation 
Word families 
disability 
disabilities 
disabled 

 

 



SECTION I  VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 
 

Some suffixes, particularly at the end of adjectives, have meaning: -less (without); - like;  

-able; - worthy; - ful; - proof; - tight. 
 

A. Identify in the fragment above the adjectives that are formed with some of the suffixes with meaning 
and note them down, indicating the process of formation. 
 

Model watertight = water + tight 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

B. Check the meaning of the following suffixes, then choose the suitable one in order to form new words. 
 

        - less           - like             -able              - worthy              - ful             - proof      - tight         
 

Model I think it is going to rain, so you will probably use your new watertight jacket. 
1. The physicians needed trust ………………………………………persons for their research. 
2. They have to pay consider…………………..... attention to the traits displayed by children.  
3. Dealing with dyslexia may sometimes be a pain …………………………….…. experience. 
4. Dyslexics must not feel hope …………………………...… as long as help can be provided. 
5. People suffering from ADHD may display child ……………………………….. behaviour. 
6. We should use error - ………………………….… tests in the assessment of these children. 
 

WORD FAMILIES                                             Noun – Verb - Adjective 
 

C. Write the word forms for the following. 
 

NOUN VERB ADJECTIVE  

Model:                      protect protection protect protective 

 agree    

 assess    

 avoid    

 behave    

 comprehend    

 consider    

 diagnose    

 develop    

 educate    

 evaluate    

 injure    

 persuade     

 represent    

 relieve    

 require    

 reverse     

 select    

 signify    

 symbolise    
 

 A prefix is placed at the beginning of a word to modify or change its meaning. 
 

D. Listen to the following fragment and note down all the words that contain prefixes. Then check their 
meaning in the dictionary. You will listen to the recording twice.� 
………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….. 

 



SECTION II  LANGUAGE FOCUS 
 

In English we have central modal verbs: can, could, may, might must, shall, will, should, would and 

marginal modal verbs: dare, need, ought to, need to. (G.VII) 
 

A. Identify the modals in Not ADHD? Think Dyslexia. Look at the context in which each modal verb is 
used and assign it to one of the categories listed in the table below. 
 

Model Possibility                                                       may             
                 

Meaning Modal Verb 

Ability  

Conditional  

Future  

Obligation/ Desirability  

Obligation/ Necessity  

Prediction  

Probability/ Possibility  

Prohibition  
 

B. Write sentences of your own using some of the modal verbs listed above and the prompts given. 

Model Being on holiday, I could relax in the swimming pool all day long.                             

 

1. ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…..  

           

2. ………..……………………………………………………………………………....…….…  

3. ……………………………………………… …………………...……………………..…..….  

 4. …………………………..………………………………………………..…………………  

 

 5. ………………………………………………………………………………………….……  

 6. ……………………………………………………………………………….………….…….  

7. …………………………………………………………………………………………………  

8. ……………………………………………………………………………..………………….  

9…………………………………………………………………………………………….…..  

10. …………………………………………………………………………………………..….  

 
 



SECTION III  TEXT STRUCTURE 
 

We use italics (characters set in type that slants to the right) and underlining to distinguish certain 

words from others within the text. These typographical devices mean the same thing; therefore, it 

would be unusual to use both within the same text and it would certainly be unwise to italicize an 

underlined word. (G.XIX.6) 

Usage of italics or underlining 

●To indicate titles of complete or major works such as magazines, books, newspapers, academic 

journals, films, television programmes, long poems, plays of three or more acts 

●Foreign words that are not commonly used in English 

●Words used as words 

●Words or phrases that you wish to emphasize 

  

A. Look at the following examples and match each sentence to one of the usages above. Write the correct 
answer next to each sentence. 
 

Have you seen Minghella’s The English Patient?  

You must remove the word nuance from this 

sentence. 

 

I simply do not care what you say!  

The article was published in the Journal of Social 

Work Education. 

 

They all wished him bon voyage and left.  

 

B. Write down the words that you would use in italics.  
 

Model My favourite book is Isabel Allende’s Portrait in Sepia. 

 Portrait in Sepia 
 

1. Jane loves to watch ER and Grey’s Anatomy because their plots are very interesting. 

………………………………………………............................................................................................ 

2. The New York Times is where I read Benedict Carey’s An Active Purposeful Machine That Comes 

Out at Night to Play. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….…... 

3. Neil Genzlinger wrote the review of Lloyd Suh’s drama The Children of Vonderly. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….…... 

4. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, the word dyslexia means: “a slight disorder of 

the brain that causes difficulty in reading and speaking, but does not affect intelligence”. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….………... 

5.  I am not interested in your opinion! 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……... 

6. An au pair should be treated as a family member, not as a servant. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….……... 

7. She said au revoir and disappeared in the night. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

8. The biggest tabloid in Europe, by circulation, is Germany’s Bild-Zeitung. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….…... 

9. She is a mislabelled child, this is the problem! 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………................ 

10. The word disorder appears too often in this short paragraph. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 


